Selected Publications by Dr. Marvin Dunn

Books


Stepick, Alex; Dunn, M.; Castro, M.; and Grenier, G. This Land is Our Land. Los Angeles, California: University of California Press. 2003.


Book Chapters


Newspaper Articles


“Can We Save the Inner Cities?” The Orlando Sentinel, Insight. December 18, 1988.


1980.


Sponsored Research Papers


Documentary Films

“Rosewood Uncovered” (28 minutes) documents the Rosewood massacre of 1923 and provides a look at present-day Rosewood and archaeological research conducted there between 2008 and 2010, Filmmaker Isaac Brown, 2010.


“The Black Miami” (140 minutes) based upon the book, “Black Miami in the Twentieth Century.” Filmmakers Michael Williams, Carlton Smith and Marvin Dunn provide a visual history of the black community of South Florida from the mid-1600’s to the 1980’s, 2012.

Selected National News Appearances

- NBC Nightly News, multiple appearances
- CBS Evening News, multiple appearances
- ABC Evening News, multiple appearances
• McNeil-Lehrer Report
• ABC Nightline, multiple appearances
• Good Morning America, multiple appearances
• The Today Show, multiple appearances
• Black Entertainment Television
• Voice of America
• Fox Television: The O’Reilly Factor
• National Public Radio: multiple appearances